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Acting on behalf of Acting on behalf of Acting on behalf of Acting on behalf of Kingsbury ConsultantsKingsbury ConsultantsKingsbury ConsultantsKingsbury Consultants, , , , collaborating with Alan Camp Architects, collaborating with Alan Camp Architects, collaborating with Alan Camp Architects, collaborating with Alan Camp Architects, we secured we secured we secured we secured 

planning permission to redevelop a formerplanning permission to redevelop a formerplanning permission to redevelop a formerplanning permission to redevelop a former    Public HousePublic HousePublic HousePublic House    to create ato create ato create ato create a    mixed use 13 storey tower, mixed use 13 storey tower, mixed use 13 storey tower, mixed use 13 storey tower, 

providing ground floor commercial space and 40 apartments above.providing ground floor commercial space and 40 apartments above.providing ground floor commercial space and 40 apartments above.providing ground floor commercial space and 40 apartments above.    

The proposals to regenerate the site of the former Public House involved the demolition of the existing building, and its re-

provision with a new purpose built unit of significantly higher quality build and design. The existing single storey building is 

replaced by a 13 storey tower, drawing reference to the adjoining estate renewal. 

We were able to maximise the development proposals by successfully arguing that the application site should be considered 

as an integral part of the wider estate regeneration, rather than the lesser scale of the existing context. This enabled the 

delivery of a scheme density significantly exceeding the levels expected by the London Plan Density Matrix. 

Pre-application discussions were held with Greenwich Council’s planning officers, as well as the GLA and TfL, where it was 

established that a high density scheme would be acceptable in principle. A key obstacle was to convince local officers and 

members that bringing this site forward now, ahead of the wider estate regeneration, would in no way prejudice the wider 

scheme. 

   



 

 

 

Through the development of a positive relationship with the Council’s regeneration team in particular, we were able to 

discuss the proposals with the developers of the wider estate, who confirmed their support for our scheme.  

We also engaged with ward councillors, local residents and businesses. A newsletter that outlined the proposals and sought 

feedback was sent to nearly 500 homes and local businesses. This successful engagement with the community enabled 

the proposals to receive unanimous approval from the Greenwich Planning Board, who commended the scheme’s 

“excellent” design.  

Key to the Council’s support for the proposals was the applications awareness of its surroundings, and the clear public 

benefits that were presented – at relatively little cost to the applicant. These included s106 contributions to the improved 

appearance and security of a nearby pedestrian route, and an adjacent Children’s Play Area. This allowed the scheme to 

offset its onsite amenity space provision, and attracting relatively few other s106 payments.  

Summary of achievementsSummary of achievementsSummary of achievementsSummary of achievements    

• Public consultation and exhibition 

• Attending meetings to convey the benefits of the scheme locally 

• Detailed discussions and negotiations with council officers, the GLA and TfL 

• Preparation of a planning submission, including detailed planning analysis 

• Monitoring of the application process and keeping councillors and residents informed 

• Enabling the regeneration of an important site in a deprived area 

• Securing full planning permission for a scheme justified by a wider outline consent,  

not anticipated for development for several years.  


